Abstract-A simple technology is demonstrated for the waferscale fabrication of liquid-crystal (LC) microcells that can be integrated in active optoelectronic devices. Fabrication of 1.55-µm tunable Fabry-Perot optical micro-filter arrays is achieved owing to the insertion of a single nanoimprinted polymer grating dedicated to LC alignment and to the soft thermal transfer of a dry thick resist film between two highly reflective mirrors. The filter exhibits a spectral tuning range of 102 nm with only 18 V applied, as well as negligible internal loss, which makes it suitable for being inserted in a laser cavity. This constitutes a key step toward the large-scale integration of widely tunable photonic devices such as vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers using LC technology.
I. INTRODUCTION
T UNABLE photonic devices are of great interest for the development of low cost optical communications systems and compact sensors. In particular, CWDM applications require 1.55 μm devices such as photodetectors or VCSELs (vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers), that can be tuned over a wide spectral range with low electrical consumption and no mode hopping. To date, available devices are based on the modification of micro-cavity length by actuation of a movable mirror [1] . An alternative to this "MEMS-based" approach could be the integration of a birefringent liquid crystal (LC) intracavity layer. In this way, it would be possible to fabricate monolithic tunable devices without any movable part. Many demonstrations of passive LC-based tunable Fabry-Perot (FP) interferometers filters were reported in the 1990s [2] - [4] . However, despite a renewed interest for active LC-based photonic devices [5] - [7] and the demonstration of an optically-pumped tunable LC-VCSEL in 2011 [8] , the fabrication of electrically driven tunable active devices has not been demonstrated yet, as this implies to combine LC alignment with electrode management at a micro-scale size. Alignment of liquid crystal molecules is indeed mandatory in these polarization-sensitive devices. Generally, it is ensured by the creation of anisotropy on one or on both surface(s) in contact with the LC material. Polyimide surface rubbing is the most used method, especially for the fabrication of large-area Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs), as it is very simple, parallel and cost-effective. However, this approach is not compatible with micro-scale device fabrication and non-planar surface topography. Another solution consists in the use of photo-alignment layers [9] . Although collective fabrication of LC microcells using such alignment films was reported [10] , this method is not easy to apply in a multilayer process. Alternatively, LC alignment can be obtained through a planar anchoring on a topological pattern such as a surface relief grating [11] . In this case, the LC preferential orientation is along the grating grooves, as this configuration minimizes the LC elastic deformation energy. A macro-scale resonant FP filter including two nano-gratings fabricated by NIL (Nano-imprint Lithography) was reported with a tuning range of 20nm and a 1.5 nm linewidth [12] . Nonetheless, the association of nano-gratings to micro-cells arrays is not yet demonstrated at the wafer-scale. In the present study, LC-tunable FP filter arrays including a single nano-imprinted grating and polymer microcells are for the first time fabricated with low optical losses and a tuning range of ∼100 nm at 1.55 μm. Furthermore, this demonstrator exhibits a 0.35 nm linewidth and is fully compatible with future wafer-scale integration in a VCSEL device.
II. DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

A. LC-Microcell Tunable Narrow-Band Filter Design
For a future integration with an active device such as a VCSEL, the LC microcell technology should induce negligible optical losses. A high-quality factor Fabry-Perot filter was therefore designed to evaluate the residual losses. The schematic cross-sectional view of the tunable micro-filter is shown in Fig. 1a . It is composed of two dielectric distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) deposited on top of a transparent conductive electrode (ITO, 20nm thick and R / ∼100 ) on 2 inches glass substrates with a bilayer (TiO 2 /SiO 2 ) antireflection coating (AR) on the backside. Each DBR is composed of 8x(SiO 2 /TiO 2 ) periods corresponding to a nominal reflectivity of 99.7 % at 1.55 μm and a stop-band width (at half-maximum) of ∼500nm. After the definition of 5-μm high microcells and subsequent LC infiltration (see section C, and Fig. 1(a) ), the microcell acts as a birefringent filter. The incident light with a linear polarization perpendicular to the grating grooves experiences a fixed refractive index in the LC medium, n 0 (ordinary mode). In case of planar anchoring and without any applied voltage (V=0), the incident light with a linear polarization parallel to the grating grooves experiences a refractive index equal to the extraordinary index n e (see Fig.1(b) ). When applying a voltage and above a threshold, this refractive index decreases until it reaches the ordinary index value n o [13] . The resonant mode with a linear polarization parallel to the grating grooves will be referred to as "extraordinary mode" in the following. In this work, we used a commercial nematic LC (E7), presenting a large birefringence (n=0.19) at 1.55μm on the extraordinary mode [13] , [14] with a nematic temperature range from −20°C to 70°C. In a simple design, both the bottom and top electrodes correspond to common electrodes for all the micro-cells. In an advanced design, each microcell electrodes could be addressed separately.
B. LC Alignment Grating
LC alignment is ensured by a single grating that is nanoimprinted on the surface of the bottom mirror. Preliminary tests by assembling LC macro-cells demonstrated indeed that efficient LC anchoring and alignment were obtained with only one alignment grating. This greatly simplifies the technology and avoids the need of a precise alignment between the two substrates. The choice of the grating period must take into account both the detrimental optical diffraction losses and the azimuthal LC anchoring energy magnitude, that is inversely proportional to the cube of the period and proportional to the square of groove depth [15] . Hence, a subwavelength period should be chosen. The period was set to 800 nm and the duty cycle was fixed to 50:50, in order to correspond to a pattern size easily achievable using standard projection photolithography. After the photolithography step, the resist patterns were transferred by conventional dry etching (ICP SF 6 /C 4 F 8 /O 2 ) into a silicon wafer of 6" in diameter. The grating depth was chosen in the range [70-80nm] to obtain a sufficient energy for enabling an efficient uniform planar anchoring [16] . A typical atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the silicon mold surface in shown in Fig. 2 . This hard mold was then transferred by thermal-NIL in a second one, made of a thermo-formable material (Zeonor ® ), easier to implement whatever the destination substrate's topography ( Fig. 2(a) ).
C. LC-Microcell Tunable Filter Fabrication
The first step of microcell fabrication consists of spincoating a 600nm-thick SU-8 layer on the bottom mirror's surface. The alignment grating is then imprinted in this layer using the above-described soft mold (Fig. 2(b) ). As seen in AFM images, a good transfer of the grating patterns in the SU-8 resist is obtained. LC microcells are then defined by polymer walls made of an epoxy photosensitive film named DF-1005. DF-1000 series are dry thick resist films that present similar optical and mechanical properties than SU-8, while being easier to implement, of lower cost, and having a better thickness reproducibility than spin-coated SU-8 whatever the substrate shape and size (4.8 ± 0.2μm for DF-1005 films) [17] . The DF-1005 film is printed on the mirror's surface by soft thermal transfer (Fig.2(c) ) [18] . It is worth noting that the NIL setup we used is equipped with a doublesided flexible chamber that ensures an isostatic pressure on the wafer (Nanonex NX-2500) [12] . This constitutes a great advantage to handle fragile samples such as VCSEL ones. The DF-1005 walls of the cells are defined by standard photolithography (with lateral sizes than can range from few μm to few mm) followed by a standard development and a hard bake (Fig.2(d) ). The top mirror, covered by the same SU-8 layer as the bottom mirror, is subsequently bonded by thermal-UV-NIL onto the DF-based walls of the first substrate to form the polymer microcells. Microcell sealing is then achieved by UV exposure of the SU-8 layer through the UV-transparent top mirror (Fig.2(e) ). A top view of a fabricated sample is shown in the inset of Fig. 6 . Finally, the microcells are filled under vacuum with LC (E7), at a temperature higher than its nematic-isotropic transition (i.e. >70°C) thanks to lateral apertures on the sample. At the end of the process, the filter arrays consists in several microcells, from circular areas of 800 μm in diameter to square surfaces up to 3x3 mm 2 . Figure 3 shows an optical microscope image of the filled cells observed by transmission microscopy between two crossed polarizers. When the sample orientation is at 45°relatively to the polarizers axis, an uniform color can be observed in all cells, as seen in Fig. 3(a) . This proves that a uniform thickness of LC layer is ensured on the whole surface. Rotating the wafer, LC director is then aligned to one polarizer axis and a total extinction is obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . This demonstrates the good efficiency of LC alignment process on the whole sample surface.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Filter Bandwidth
The micro-cell filter bandwidth was first determined with a transmission set-up using a narrow-band (∼50nm) fibered, non-polarized Superluminescent Light Emitting Diode (SLED) as the optical source. The collimated output of the SLED was focused under normal incidence onto the sample fixed to a XYZ translation stage and positioned between two optical lenses in a confocal configuration. The focused spot diameter was of ∼ 80 μm. The transmitted light was then directed to either an optical spectrum analyzer with a spectral resolution of 0.02nm, or a photodiode monitoring the total transmitted power. Figure 4 shows the transmitted spectrum of an unbiased microcell and the comparison with the modeling. Considering the dispersion properties of the different layers, determined by ellipsometry and transmission measurements, and a 5μm thick microcell filled with E7, the theoretical filter free spectral range (FSR) for each polarization and filter linewidth are calculated to be of ∼100nm, and 0.30nm, respectively, in the absence of any optical loss. The spectral separation between the ordinary and extraordinary modes without applied voltage Measured spectrum of the transmitted signal (blue line), and comparison with modeling (black line). In the calculations, the thicknesses of the SU-8 and LC (E7) layers are fixed to 605 nm and 4800 nm, respectively and the intracavity absorption losses are assumed to be zero, except for the ITO layers which are placed outside the cavity.
is expected to be of ∼20nm, and the maximum tuning range for the extraordinary mode is ∼150nm (actually limited by the FSR in our design). The experimental spectral spacing between the two orthogonally-polarized resonant modes is 23 nm and is well reproduced if one considers a refractive index n 0 =1.507 at 1.55μm [14] for the ordinary mode, and n=1.696 for the "extraordinary" mode at 0V. This value is very close to the extraordinary index value n e ∼1.697, confirming that the alignment is planar. The -3dB filter bandwidth is measured to be of ∼0.50nm for the ordinary mode and ∼ 0.35nm for the extraordinary mode, close to the theoretical values. Finally, the absolute peak transmission for both the ordinary and "extraordinary" modes has been measured to be in the range of 57% to 63%, corresponding to an insertion loss of 2.0 dB to 2.2 dB. A polarizer was inserted at the collimated output of the SLED for these measurements. In the absence of loss in the microcell, the theoretical filter insertion loss is due to the absorption in the ITO layers and calculated to be of ∼ 1.4dB at 1.55μm. Considering the high value of the peak-transmittance, the small broadening of the measured transmitted spectrum may be accounted for by some inhomogeneity of the microcell thickness (by at most 2-3nm) or by some residual non-uniformity of the LC alignment direction over the probed area.
B. Tuning Range
The broadband tunability of the micro-filters was characterized using a Fourier transform infra-red spectrometer (FTIR) equipped with a microscope stage and two polarizers. This made it possible to measure the polarization-resolved reflectivity spectrum of a microcell in a small area (∼100μm) over a wide spectral range. Figure 5 shows a 3D color map of the reflectivity spectra measured for applied peak voltages varying from 0 to 18V (20kHz). The FSR measured between two successive extraordinary modes is 102nm, which is in good agreement with our design. The probed cell area was slightly different from the one previously measured with the SLED set-up, which explains the 0.6% difference of the extraordinary mode wavelength at 0V bias. Looking at the evolution of the mode centered near 1.55μm, one can see that the tuning starts at a threshold voltage of 3V and that the tuning range is equal to the FSR (102nm) when the applied voltage reaches 18V. The corresponding tuning ratio (λ/λ 0 ) [1] is equal to 6.5%, thus demonstrating the potentialities of LC technology for widely-tunable VCSEL fabrication. Moreover, as seen in Figure 6 , the maximal variation of the modes peak wavelength is measured to be 3% across the sample, confirming the high thickness homogeneity of the DF-1005 resist. Finally, the large-scale and in-cell variations of the linewidth are typically comprised between 0.3nm and 0.57nm.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a wafer-scale LC microcell technology which enables the collective fabrication of high finesse tunable optical micro-filters. A tuning range as wide as 100nm was obtained in the 1550nm-band with small operating voltage (18V) and no current consumption. The filter insertion loss was limited to ∼2dB. Furthermore, the measured narrow bandwidth (0.35nm) in very good agreement with simulations demonstrated that such microcells arrays present negligible internal losses and could be integrated at a wafer-scale into active optoelectronic devices such as CWDM photodetectors or tunable VCSELs.
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